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 I went on an airplane, I was going to Florida, mommy made me a jelly sandwich and I ate it.  -

Gabriella M. 

  

Roses are red, violets are blue, and I like him and you too.  - Joseph P. 

 

Jesus had a mother, Mary. He was born in a stable. He grew up to cure people. Then he hung on 

the cross.   - Siena B. 

 

 Roses are red, violets are blue, and I went to 1A to tie my shoe.    - Charlotte T.  

 

One day I was drawing in my journal and I drew a kindly king.   - Dominic P. 

 

Roses are red, violets are blue, you like me, and I like you.    - Maddex T. 

  

I went to school. I wrote in my copybook, that ‘the big brown nest had a big blue egg in it’ Mrs. 

Noonan said, ‘Good job!’  - Samantha B. 

 

Once there was a gorilla. She had a baby. He woke up, and she gave him food.                 – 

Anabelle C. 

 

One day I went to the jungle and I saw a jaguar.  -Joseph J. 

 

One day I went to the jungle and I saw a black monkey swinging in the trees.  – Maximilian A. 

 

One day I went to the pond. I saw five yellow ducks and five white ducks. And I fed them bread. 

– Lincoln R.
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1A 

A     Abby Ape ate an apple. – Molly 

B     Big blue bear bites a blue banana. – Hannah  

C     A cute cat climbs a castle. - Trey 

D     Dave’s dog dives down deep. - Colby 

E     Elephant Ed eats eight eggs. - Kevin 

F     Faith the fox likes food and french fries. - AJ 

G     Gorilla girl giggles on the go. – London 

H     Hannah Hatterson had a heavy hat. – Teaghan 

I     I eat ice cream in an igloo. – Layla 

J     Jenn the jaguar likes to jump. – Tallulah 

K    The Konred Kangaroo kicked all the way to Kansas. – Addie 

L     Little Lina likes to leap. – Adam 

M    Molly makes marshmallow muffins. – Nicolina  

N     Nicky Knight nestles in the nest. – Matthew  

O     Oliver Ostrich eats oatmeal with olives. - Brody 

P      Panda picked a perfect of a person. – Julianna  

Q     Quincy Quail runs quickly. – Gian 

R     Reindeer ride in rain and snow. – Andrew 

S      Sue snake slithered in the snow. – Kellen 

T     Tiny turtle tickles tigeo. - Violet 

U     Uni the unicorn rides on a unicycle. - Leah 

V     Violet violin is very velvet. – 1A Class 

W    Weggy Whale waves to Watermelon Wharf. –1A Class 

X     Xavier plays with a xylophone and Xbox. –1A Class 

Y     Yolando Yak yells yellow yarn. –1A Class 

Z      Zach the zebra zips the zebra coat. –1A Class 



 

 

1B 

 

Danny Dinosaur drove dotted dice. - Jaxon 

Large lions licked lemon-lime lollipops. - Michael R. 

Sally sings silly songs on Saturday. - Madison 

Tiny turtles talk tornadoes on Tuesdays. - Emily B. 

Jaxon’s jaguars jumps ropes just in June. - Miller 

Lovely Lily likes little lily pads. - Evie 

Little ladybug loves large leaping lizards. - Isabella  

Jazzy Joan juggles jellybeans joyfully. - Elizabeth 

Silly Sue snatched some snacks. - Brady 

Sweet Sally sat on spaghetti Saturday. - Evelyn 

Little lovely Lily looks lazy. - Grace 

Nice Nelly nails noodles neatly. - Erin 

Samantha snail smells small sunflowers on Sunday. - Josie 

Giant Gritty grows ginormous grapes. - Michael L. 

Pretty pink penguin plays purple pianos. - Paloma 

Wonderful William wrote wacky walrus on Wednesday. - Wit 

Joey jaguar just jiggles jumps rope. - Giuseppe 

Vicky vulture visits vanilla volcanoes. - Landon 

Wit walked wacky on Wednesday. - Blaise 

Wiggly walrus washed white wallets in water. - Emily S. 

Great Gary gets goats giant grapes. - Dylan 

Leafy Lulu laughs long on ladders. - Brayden 



 

 

2A 

 

 

Once, Jesus was walking with me in Lollipop Lane. Then we walked on Skittles Street. Then we 

saw a big chocolate tiger. Then we went to see Mary to see her son Jesus Christ, and she started 

to walk with us. Then we saw Joseph started to walk with us too. Then we saw three wise men. -

Francesca 

Once there was a dog that wanted to go on an adventure, but he did not know where to go. He 

thought about it all day. He finally decided he wanted to go on a hike up a mountain. The next 

day the dog packed his stuff. After that, he went. The dog had lots of fun. He also zip lined, 

looked at cool things and ate at a place he liked.-Roman B 

Once upon a time, a snowman got created by a girl named Kristen. She named the snowman 

Chris and put him in a box and mailed him to Santa. Santa heard a ding! It came from his 

doorbell. It was the snowman Chris. He was holding candy canes and a Christmas tree hat on his 

head. Santa carried him into the cooler. An elf named Mr. Cuddles walked in with a donut and 

some coffee. He saw the snowman and was surprised! He was so excited he screamed as loud as 

he could. Santa came running down the hall. He slid so hard he banged his funny bone on the 

floor. An elf went flying and crashed into a window. The elf was fine and so was Santa. It was 

Christmas Eve so Santa went up and down left and right until he was at his first house at 916 

Marco Street. That was no ordinary house it was Kristen’s. Santa got one present and placed it 

under Kristen’s tree. Kristen woke up. Santa saw the light turn on! Santa saw Kristen and Kristen 

saw Santa. They stared at each other for more than five minutes. Kristen started begging Santa to 

let her be an elf. Santa was quiet for a moment and then said why not. Then Kristen helped Santa 

deliver presents from now on every Christmas. -Shannon B, Tristan K, Isabella A, Robert P   

I love my family, I love my brothers and they love me so much. I love St. Margaret’s and my St. 

Margaret’s family. I love God so much. I love Jesus so much. I love Mary so much, too. I love 

snow and toys, too. –Isa A 

Once upon a time lived a girl named Giovanna and she has no friends. One day Giovanna came 

across a lot of girls. She asked them to play and they said yes. Giovanna’s friends’ names were 

Isa, Ashlyn, Gia, Annabella, and Vanessa. – Giovanna P 
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Rules and Dreams 

 

 

Rule #24- Never roll down a hill in a big tire. 

- Dominick S. 

 

Rule #4- Always pick your nose with a fishing rod 

-Nicho B. 

 

Rule #13- You should not chew a naked crayon in school. 

- Bailey H. 

 

Rule #14- Never stick things in your ears, nose or other body parts. 

- Stella K. 

 

Rule #8- Never try to jump off a tall building. 

- Laney D. 

 

 

 



 

 

2B 

 

Rule #16- Never stick your face in a bucket. 

Matthew K. 

 

Rule #9- Never go down a hill doing a wheelie on your dirt bike. 

- Tyler D. 

 

Rule #26- Never stick your head in a trashcan. 

-Maddy T. 

 

Rule #19- Don’t put coffee in a backpack or you will burn the backpack and 

make the backpack cry. 

- Nick M. 

 

Rule #10- Never play with a flame thrower. 

-Aidan E. 

 

Rule #11- Always watch TV on Sunday. 

- Kendall E. 
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Gym is really fun.     School is very fun. 

We sing and clap in music.   It is good for you to learn. 

Art is very cool.    Friends are everywhere. 

– Anna C, Makayla K, Natalie B   -Jacob L, Tyler T, Nikolas K 

 

 

Welcome to school.   Morning bell 

We’re really cool.    unpacking, learning  

We learn and study really hard.    writing, reading, studying  

Then we have fun in the yard.    books, pencils, folders, paper 

-Anthony B, Gabriel S, Luke G,   packing up, talking, praying  

Jonathon S.                go home, good-bye 

   Dismissal bell 

             -Andrew W, James B, Nicholas W 

    

S haring with friends 

C oloring pictures 

H elping others 

O ur school is Catholic 

O ur teachers are nice 

L ots of learning 

-Emma B, Melina C, Samantha B 



 

 

 

3A 

 

At school we have a lot of work to do. 

We learn about adjectives and do math, too. 

We bring our backpacks to school everyday, 

We come to school to learn and play. 

We put our backpacks on our hooks, 

Afterwards we read our books. 

We learn and work very hard, 

And sometimes we play in the schoolyard. 

At recess we play with lots of toys, 

And sometimes we make a lot of noise. 

We have a lot of friendships here, 

And to us everyone is dear. 

-Emily M, Francesca G, Sloane K 
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Mary,  

Rode a Donkey, 

Advent means waiting, 

Candles are lit, 

Angels sing, 

Till Jesus comes. 

-Alex G. 

 

It is the time for waiting for Christ with hope, peace, joy, and love. We 

rejoice that Mary said “Yes!”Peace on earth Hope that Jesus will come 

again.  

- Alex G.  

 

 

 

“Escape from School” 

Ben left school early and soared to Walt Disney World on a plane. 

He will use technology to take photos of everything. Ben noticed 

that his favorite ride was still there. He will only focus on his trip. 

He will probably draw images of the starry sky. Then the crackle 

of fireworks will amuse him, and I estimate that he will have an ∞ 

(infinity) amount of fun.  

-Mia R. 
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Paleontologist: A True Story 

       Eight years ago my third word was T-Rex. I watched 

Dinosaur Train and I knew I wanted to be a paleontologist. I’ve 

collected dinosaur toys for eight years and still do today. I knew 

different dinosaurs like the Mossasaur as I grew up. I went on a 

dinosaur dig when I was eight and I found a type of prehistoric 

clam! Then Jurassic World Fallen Kingdom came out. I went to 

see it. I wanted to find a fossil. Finding new things is amazing. 

Finding dino bones are cool. I can’t wait to be a paleontologist. 

 -Anthony G. 

 

 

 

A True Story  

Since I was five I wanted to be an art teacher. I tried so hard to 

draw all kinds of things. Once at my nanny’s story hour I really 

wanted to do the project. Every time I want it to be perfect. When I 

was eight I drew a picture of a cat from an art book that looked 

almost exactly alike! I made a picture book called making friends. 

I also made two turkey pictures. I also made a paper star. When I 

am twenty I will a get an art job at St. Margret Regional School. I 

am known as a great art teacher. 

-Lacey W. 
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Good morning Chuckie Chalk. Do you think that you are 

attractive? I’m attractive because Chad Chalkboard is staring at 

me.    –Sam M. 

Good morning Glenda Globe. What do you like about being 

a globe? I like that whenever I am used, I get to spin around and 

it’s very fun, but sometimes sickening. Another thing that I like 

is that I inspire a lot of people to travel.   –Stephanie A. 

Good morning Paul Pencil. What do you like about being a 

pencil? I think being a pencil is great. I can write on one side and erase 

on the other. However, I don’t like it when I’m put in a thing called a 

sharpener. It hurts and makes me smaller.  –Max S. 

Good morning Elizabeth Eraser. How did you end up at St. 

Margaret’s School?  Well, it all started out with my dad Ernie 

Eraser. He was here from the very beginning. E was the first 

eraser in 4A, and then he met my mom. Then came Ethan, 

Eddie, Ellie, and now me, Elizabeth.   –Annaztasia M. 

Good morning Drake Dry Erase Marker. Do you like your 

purpose in life? My purpose in life is to help people do difficult 

things, but I don’t like my purpose because I wanted to be a 

NFL player for the Eagles.   –Brady T. 
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Good morning Stanley Stapler. Do you think you are 

attractive? No, I’m bald 25 year old male. I think that I’m getting 

rusty, and I sit next to two dirty pencil sharpeners. -J. Rasmus 

Good morning Mary Marker. How did you end up in St. 

Margaret’s School? Well, one day Mrs. Zweigle bought me in 

a 10-pack, and I was so excited but also afraid. I didn’t know if 

the kids would use me. Apparently, they like me!  -Kali C. 

Good morning Paula Paper. What is special about you? I 

think the main thing is that I help kids express their imagination 

on paper, and not a lot of other objects can do that. I also love 

helping kids learn from my test and quizzes.   –Rylee A. 

Good morning Gary Glue Stick. What do you like about 

being a glue stick? I can party because I rarely get used. I party 

with all the other supplies.   –Michael B. 

Good morning Flora Flash Drive. What is special about 

you? The most special thing about me is that I’m the smallest 

technology I know. I know I’m small, but I can store lots and 

lots of stuff!   -Julliana L. 

Good morning Tommy Tape Dispenser. Do you think you 

are attractive? No, for one thing, I look like a boat, and I have 

a blade on my forehead. People are scared of me.   –J. Roberts 

 



 

 

                                4B 

My Friend                                                                        

Just be thankful 

Be yourself 

Don’t let anybody judge you 

Treat everyone fairly 

As they would treat you 

Do the best you can 

Even when someone dares you 

I am me 

And you are you 

Someone bullies you 

I’ll stand up to them 

Someone bullies me 

You’ll stand up to them 

You are my bestie 

And I will never forget you. 

-Embry D. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Wonderful Thanksgiving 

Once upon a Thanksgiving, Katie’s 
mom, Ann, was cooking up the 
Thanksgiving centerpiece. The boys 
were outside playing football. When 
all the relatives started to arrive 
everyone was so happy. Aunt Jen 
was helping mom make the stuffing, 
and Aunt Nancy was cooking up the 
cranberries. Uncle Jim was upstairs 
taking a nap, because he was tired 
from driving all the way from Myrtle 
Beach to New Jersey. Once dinner 
was ready everyone was hungry,          
so we said grace then we all ate the 
delicious food. 

-Mary M. 

 

S upplies 

C ontractions 

H omework 

O ffice 

O bey 

L earning 

-Frankie F. 
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What Catholic School Means to Me 

Catholic school is learning about 
God and growing in our faith. We 
learn to be kind and caring. We 
work together and help each other. 
We get to do group projects with 
our friends. We get to be a part of 
the Christmas play every year. We 
do things to help others like 
donating gifts for Christmas to kids 
that need them. We are taught the 
importance of prayer. We say 
prayers throughout the day. We go 
to church and get to do readings, or 
get to bring up the gifts at mass. We 
are taught peace by being on peace 
patrol. We learn to forgive others. 
We also learn to be thankful for 
everything God gave us. We learn 
that we are all unique and special. 
I’m thankful my parents sent me to 
St. Margaret’s. 

-Hunter W. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Snow 

Have fun in the snow 

The snow is extremely cold  

Snow turns the trees white 

Snow covers all the mountain tops 

Oceans and lakes become ice. 

-Mya T. 

 

 

Figures 

F un to draw 

I nitial start 

G reat start in drawing 

U seful in drawing  

R eally fun 

E asy 

S uper cool 

-Maddy M. 
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BEACH                           SUMMER 

Sunny, sandy        Sunny, warm 

Laughing, swimming, building                Swimming, tanning, playing, 

    Enjoying the ocean sounds,                                                            Soccer on the beach, 

                  Vacation                                                                                                 Season 

                              -Jess H.                                                                                                 -Luca C. 

SHORE 

Fun, cool 

Surfing, swimming, walking 

It’s so fun 

Beach 

                           -James F. 

SPRING                                                                                             FALL 

Warm, cheerful                                                                                 Breezy, leafy 

Playing, laughing, running                                                                  Playing, kicking, raking, 

          Hanging out with family                                                                   Playing in the leaves 

Easter                                                                                                   Trees 

                           -Rogan D.                                                                                   -Joey C. 

SPORTS 

Fun, athletic 

Jumping, running, scoring 

Having a lot of fun, 

Basketball  

                                   -Francis W. 
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              SUMMER                                                                                         SCHOOL 

Sunny, hot                                                                                       Fun, exciting, 

Swimming, running, playing                                                        Learning, teaching, loving, 

       Swim in the pool                                                                        Testing your knowledge 

Soccer                                                                                           St .Margaret 

                             -Carly C.                                                                                         -Jaxon .D 

 

SUMMER 

Hot, bright 

Swimming, playing, skipping 

Having fun with friends, 

Season 

                               -Julia D 

           SUMMER                                                                                                   SHORE 

           Sunny, hot,                                                                                                  Fun, cool, 

Playing, swimming, partying,                                                             Surfing, swimming, walking, 

      Partying with my family,                                                                                  So fun 

                Season                                                                                                     Beach 

                              -Vincent M                                                                                        - James F 
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     At St. Margaret school, you learn a lot. When you learn, the teachers are 

very nice, patient, and helpful. The teachers help you out and encourage you 

to do your best. 

     The friends here are also very nice. They help you with anything you need. 

They will always be there for you. You become very close to them. 

     I also enjoy the activities we do here. I like the Pep Rally because I play 

basketball. I like assemblies and Catholic Schools Week. 

     I learn a lot here. It helps me to know the things for life. 

-Erin M. 

 

 

 

     I like the school very much! It is just a place to learn, have fun, and talk 

to your friends. The teachers are nice. I have been here since kindergarten 

and I am now in fifth grade. This school taught me a lot. Everyone is nice. The 

teachers are very good at teaching. 

-Gavin N. 

 

     I like St. Margaret School because it has a no bullying policy. It has two 

different carnivals! It has really nice teachers, too. It has a lot of nice 

students. I bet others like it too. 

     This school is first class because it has really nice catering and nice 

uniforms. It has a lot of different subjects. This is what I like about St. 

Margaret School. 

-William M.       
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I like St. Margaret School because it provides a nice and friendly environment. They have good 

sports programs. There are really nice teachers. St. Margaret School is known for basketball. 

This school is named after St. Margaret Mary Alacoque. It is a safe and happy place to learn all 

you need to know for high school. 

     I also really like St. Margaret School because we have a lot of fun events like Mission 

Carnival, Field Day, and Jeopardy. My favorite special is gym. My favorite subjects are math 

and social studies. I also really like St. Margaret School because I like alter serving at church. 

Another one of my favorite things at St. Margaret School is playing with my friends outside at 

recess. 

     What I really like about St. Margaret School is when we do the Christmas Play. I also enjoy 

the Halloween Parade we do. Another thing I really enjoy doing is kinder read with my partner. 

Grandparent’s Day is also a really fun day. My parents made the right choice to send me to St. 

Margaret School. SMS is the best.  

  -Moira D.  

 

     Saint Margaret School is great in my opinion and when I think of it I think caring, helpful, 

educated, and, of course, fun. If you want to know how I feel about this wonderful school, read 

on and find out. 

     I came to this school in October of fifth grade in 2018. I have some things I really like. For 

example: I love some of the challenges I’ve faced, they make me push harder. Also I love 

Catholic Schools Week, it’s my favorite. We do all kinds of cool stuff. The teachers even play 

volleyball versus the eighth graders. Anyway, I love this school and I think you would, too. 

-Ellie F.  

 

     I like St. Margaret School very much. I like several things about this school. I like the 

teachers and my fellow students. I have had a very nice education over my time at SMS. I have 

made many friends, and people are very nice here. 

The education is good here. There are also very nice teachers here. We have an advanced math 

class at our school, which a lot of other schools don’t have. Another thing we have is two classes 

for each grade. It is also good that we get to learn about our faith. That is what I like about St. 

Margaret’s School.   

 -Vincent S.      
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 6 word Memoirs 

School’s hard but you’ll get through -Olivia M. 

All the teachers are very nice -Vincent M. 

When they ring the bell, run -Lola D. 

Books are as heavy as bricks –Jimmy P. 

Try hard, you might possibly succeed -Brody D. 

Family you keep, friends you find -Gabriella D. 

Some kids use a hydro flask -Jacob P. 

Sixth grade is a big rollercoaster -Casey H. 

We have lots of big books -Stephen S. 

I carry my hydro flask everywhere -Brianna L. 

I don’t get any sleep anymore -Noah A. 

Fortnite melts your brain, don’t play -Santo F. 

Sixth grade is a great place -Jackson C. 

Fortnite’s my game so don’t complain -Jett D. 

It needs to stay very quiet –Ben M. 

Our basketball teams are very competitive-Cayden A. 

I get hungry with no snack -Ries H. 

I get buckets like Stephen Curry -Cole M. 

I was scared and now okay -Jadon M. 

Switching makes the day go faster –Gina S. 

School is totally rad and supercalifragilisticexpialidocious –Xavier M. 

All the teachers are really fun –Grace M. 

I smile in my darkest moments –Emma M. 
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6 Word Memoirs 

St. Margaret is fun and challenging- Enrique A. 

Couldn’t think of a better school- Paige D. 

I have so many amazing memories- Brianna M. 

St. Margaret’s is challenging and fun- Zach B. 

Saint Margaret’s taught me so much- Nate S. 

Great school and fun learning experiences- Andrew V. 

Pretty good place with good students- Luca M. 

St. Margaret’s provides a great education- Brendan O. 

I want to procrastinate all day- Eina D. 

I learn a lot of facts- Sean C. 

St. Margaret’s is scary yet exciting- Olivia N.  

Like a battery, keep on going- Brady J. 

I love learning at this school- Brianna M. 

Saint Margaret’s is a very fun place- Sean B. 

SMS is like a second home- Caroline W. 

St. Margaret’s is a great school- Daniel G. 

SMS is home away from home- Trey T. 

I’ve learned, some things take time- Brynn S. 

I have an incredible time here- Taylor W. 

The best education there can be- Kevin S. 
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  This morning I woke up and my mom told me school was cancelled 

because of a snowstorm. Yes! I love snow days! I get some breakfast 

and run upstairs to change into my snow clothes. I can finally go 

outside! When I get out there I see a winter wonderland. It’s so 

beautiful! I start by making a snowman, he is so cute! But wait, I 

forgot a top hat, oops. Then I call over my friends to have a snowball 

fight. When they get here we pick teams and find a base to hide at. 

When the air horn goes off we are snowball making machines. My 

team starts slowly walking around getting ready to throw the first 

snowball. Then we spot their base, and I throw the first snowball. But 

I miss and they see us, run, run, and run! We’re losing badly, but I 

remember I have a snowball maker and shooter in my garage! Good 

thing our base is just behind the garage. I grab the snowball shooter 

and run back to base, then suddenly I hear “Wake up! Wake up!” I 

wake up and realize it was just a dream. 

 – Brynn S. 
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Jesus is my Savior 

Who came down from heaven 

Who was both human and divine 

Who leads me through life 

And helps me up when I fall. 

Who comes to me in my dreams 

And tells me “do not be afraid 

Jesus is true God and true man 

Who watches over me, when I step, 

To make sure I’m alright. Jesus loves me, 

For I am his child He comforts me when 

I pray. Jesus wants me to live a good life. 

-Reilly P. 

 

“Sacred Heart of Jesus  

Help the poor who need help.” 

                                      – Alessia A.    

                           Our lady, St. Josephine Bakhita 

There once was a small leprechaun                                     was sold and beat in the 1800’s 

He placed coins all over  the lawn                                       now in a church to become 

Heard a leaf blower                           catholic and free. 

Crouched even lower                                                                                          -Gracie K. 

He got blown away and was gone 

                                             -Delaney W. 

7A



 

 

Lead 

The Lord is our guide 

 Is the one to follow  

He cares and protects  

All who are willing to come  

To him and his leadership  

                                     -Billy G. 

 

There once was a small leprechaun  

Who loved lucky clovers at dawn 

Mostly when they’re green  

He was never mean  

And always laid on the green lawn 

                                           -Rhea V. 

 

 

On Christmas Eve 

A Quaint, cozy, Christmas Eve, 

Santa’s sleigh started to leave, 

trees on top of every truck 

under towering trees presents were snuck, 

Grandpa Gary started lonely to grieve, 

since all Grandmas’ gifts were there. 

 

Santa away in the air would achieve, 

a painted plane people would deceive, 

up in the icy air Santa gets stuck 

He laughed and said he had little luck. 

Santa then saw a stain on his sleeve. 

 But, Santa will stop, for the children who believe.               

  -Gracie K. 
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Limericks 

 

There once was a man named Jamal. 

Who stood at whole 7 feet tall. 

He had a lot of friends. 

They drove Mercedes Benz. 

And all of them were super small. 

 - Austin E. 

 

There once was a girl who was named Grace. 

She was looking into outer space. 

Then the man on the moon. 

Threw comets and Boom! 

It completely missed her whole face. 

 -Sofia M. 

 

There once was a man that ran. 

The man that ran hit a bunch of cans.  

The cans had some rats.  

And there were nasty rats 

After that he got hit with and pan  

 -Rory M. 
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There once was a boy named Sally. 

He would always dilly dally. 

When he sat on a dog. 

He thought it was a log. 

He ended up running in the valley. 

-Avé M. 

 

There once was a man named Embiid. 

And he is what Philly really needs. 

Joel is very tall. 

And he plays basketball. 

Embiid dunks on Lebron I read. 

-JP P. 

 

There once was a cow named Bessy. 

She ate carrots and was messy. 

She liked to eat green grass. 

But she hated black bass. 

And she was extremely dressy. 

-Therese L. 



 

 

8A 

Eighth Grade Advice 

SMS has the most kind and supportive teachers on the whole East Coast. - Robby A. 

Run track, it will be the best time of your life. - Matthew P. 

St. Margaret’s has taught me so much about my faith. -Michael M.  

Nine months of memories. -Olivia M. 

Don’t change yourself just to fit in. -Jack B. 

If you try hard and focus, things will work out for you. -Katie B. 

This school made my life interesting. -Anthony P. 

You’re going to have your moments, so enjoy them. -Olivia M. 

Don’t fall asleep in Mrs. Hendricks’s class. -Aidan C. 

Always respect Mrs. B no matter what circumstance. -Casey J. 

Don’t disrespect Mrs. Butterworth. -Connor D. 

SMS shaped who I am. -Anthony H. 

SMS will become your second home, enjoy it while you can. -Angelina M. 

St. Margaret’s is like a 2
nd

 home. -Shea M. 

My time at St. Margaret’s was faith filled and fun. -Charlotte F. 

Don’t let the cameras see. -Owen K. 

I had fun with everyone. -Emily B. 

I had fun seeing my friends every day. -Isabella C. 

Be nice to Mrs. Butterworth. -Domenic A. 

Do all your work on time. -Alexa M. 

10 years of fun at SMS. -Antoinette F. 

It was a fun experience. -Natalie C. 

It has been a fun 10 years! -Laryssa B. 



 

 

8B 

Eighth Grade Advice 

Ten years of fun is almost done. –Aggie F. 

Midterms are hard, finals are harder. –Zach D. 

Long division is not your friend, they say it is fun, it’s not. –Owen S. 

Don’t skip out on things you’ll regret later. –Maria K. 

St. Margaret School was pretty good, I guess. –Marc L. 

Be an inspiration to others and study hard. –Rachel H. 

Listen and pay attention. –Michael P. 

It was easier than I thought it was going to be. – Adriana R. 

St. Margaret is a place where I made friends and learned. –Gabbi S. 

If you care about what people care about you, you’re destined for disaster. –Dom D. 

Get through midterms, the rest is a blur. –Elena C. 

I’ve made so many memories here, my friends are now like family. –Sofia N. 

St. Margaret is a place where I made friendships, they helped me with my education, and 

prepared me for high school. –Riley D. 

The 11 years I went here has truly prepared me for high school. –Nick P. 

Don’t over think it. –Patrick K. 

In St. Margaret School I’ve grown in knowledge and religion, I will not forget it. -Ryan R. 

St. Margaret School prepares you for your future endeavors. –Christopher P. 

This place make’s memories, it’s up to you to keep them. –Jake H. 

Sometimes things will get hard but don’t give up.-Kieran K. 

SMS has been an extraordinary experience, I won’t forget. –Katie D. 

This place was pretty epic. –Justin H. 

Don’t eat the grilled cheese under any circumstances. –Nick J. 


